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The end of the 2019-2020 school year 
was unexpected. On Friday, March 13, 

Assumption Catholic School closed for 
the remainder of the school year, and 
by Monday, March 16, the teachers and 
students were making distance learning 
work. For teachers who had never 
experienced a Zoom call or worked with 
Microsoft Teams, a new kind of learning 
emerged. Even now, school parents tell 

us that they couldn’t have been more impressed with the way the 
teachers and staff immediately shifted to an online environment. 
Although they missed their friends and the social interaction, 
students were still engaged in the learning and made significant 
progress in the months leading into summer.

At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, we didn’t know 
what to expect. We wondered how many families we would 
lose and how the novel coronavirus would affect tuition. We 
appealed to parishioners and school families for immediate 
help with tuition assistance in case families requested additional 
financial support. We braced ourselves for worst-case scenarios 

When we had to close the school 
in March 2020 due to the rapidly 

spreading COVID-19 pandemic, none of 
us knew what the future was going to 
hold, but each knew that it was going 
to be hard. Hard on our students, who 
thrive with structure and routine, now 
with all that structure and routine being 
upended. Hard on our parents, who 
suddenly had to balance work, childcare, 

and homework in circumstances very much outside of their own 
routines and plans. But maybe hardest on our teachers, who had 
to learn in a couple of weeks online teaching procedures that 
took a decade or more to implement at the collegiate level. Our 
teachers connect so well with their students, but those students 
were now separated from them, and from each other, on the 
other sides of screens. Nevertheless, our entire community rose 
to the challenge. Assumption Catholic School ensured that our 
students had a continuity in their education that very few other 
schools were able to provide.

Over the summer, the entire country was focused on whether 
our schools would open again. Parents were on the edge of their 
seats waiting to hear about Assumption, which did eventually 
open in person on the first day of school. We were extremely 
lucky in that Whatcom was one of the only moderate-risk 

counties in western Washington, so Assumption was able to open 
for in-person instruction when almost no other Archdiocese of 
Seattle school could. And we were only able to take advantage 
of that luck because, once again, Principal Dan Anderson and 
our faculty and staff went over and above the call of duty. They 
prepared detailed plans, procedures, and training to ensure that 
our students remained safe as we welcomed them back in the 
midst of a pandemic.

At every turn, Assumption has succeeded, even in these 
“unprecedented times,” because the entire community has been 
dedicated, mission-oriented, and focused on the emotional and 
physical well-being of our students. It is a focus that is always 
fueled by our love for and by Jesus Christ. Our mission-oriented 
families, mission-oriented faculty and staff, and mission-oriented 
alumni and donors have all shown their true colors during this 
crisis, and those colors have shone brightly for all to see.

Thank you to everyone who makes this school a success——in the 
past, today, and for generations to come.

Rev. Jeffrey Moore

with enrollment, but by God’s grace, the opposite happened. 
The teachers and staff began planning for a return to in-person 
learning in September, and many new families began enrolling in 
late July. By the first day of school, we had 46 new students and 
an increase in K-8 enrollment from 165 students in May to 192 in 
September. 

It shouldn’t be a surprise that in the face of adversity and 
hardship, Assumption teachers and staff rose to the challenge. 
Loyal families who love our school did all they could to support 
our efforts. The school is positioned well to provide quality 
instruction in the 2020-2021 school year, whether it remains in-
person or has to shift to distance learning. I feel blessed to be 
a part of this wonderful community and to see more than 200 
smiling faces (behind their masks) in the hallways each day. Thank 
you for celebrating with us the successes and opportunities that 
have come from a difficult and unexpected situation.

Dan Anderson, Principal

Out of the Difficult and Unexpected? Success and Opportunity

Mission-Oriented: Fueled by Our Love for and by Jesus Christ

FROM OUR PRINCIPAL

FROM OUR PASTOR
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In these uncertain times for schools, the mission of our Catholic 
school remains the same: we prepare students to go forth and 

make a lasting difference in the world.  This is perfectly modeled 
by our faculty, who you can read about in this annual report.  
I am grateful for their visible work, the hours of preparation that 
go into lesson plans and their implementation. Yet I am most 
inspired by their unseen work, the unglamorous call of Christ: the 
office manager who risks her health to care for sick children, the 
librarian who oversees recess, and the teachers who do custodial 
jobs over the summer to clean and organize our school. As you 
know, Catholic educators go beyond job descriptions to embrace 
the grit of missionary callings. At Assumption, their loyalty and 
dedication are beyond measure.

 
To fulfill our mission and provide for the students and families, 
we need your help. As a previous Parent Teacher Club president 
reminds us, there is a need, indeed a list of needs, for our 
108-year-old school. This is my ask for this year’s annual fund: 
repairing our school building. A third-floor classroom (retired 
Betsy Gottschalk’s) has a leak, the boys’ bathroom requires 
renovation, and the exterior brick work needs to be sealed and 
patched. Attending to these needs——along with furnishing 
books, laptops, and professional training——allows our school to 
be a place of transformation. Families of the 46 students new to 
our school this year tell me the classrooms, hallways, and the new 
playground are filled with joy. We hope you will partner with us in 
maintaining the space that fosters this love of learning.
 

We continue to choose Assumption because every 

year, we are reminded of  new ways the teachers, 

staff, and community are nurturing the students in 

body, mind, and spirit. The small class sizes allow 

the teachers to know and genuinely care about their 

students.” –– Devin and Stephanie Wolf

I personally tell people that I cherish the traditional 

values that Assumption practices.... pledge of  

allegiance every morning, the practice of  cursive 

writing, presenting and retiring the colors (flag)...… 

[and] church every Friday for all students.” 

–– Michael Felish

“ “

I begin each school year by telling students of my own calling: 
“As your principal, my most important job is to prepare you for 
Heaven.” A Catholic education demands exceptional academic 
studies as well as holiness, charity, and kindness, too. This is what 
our teachers practice and preach. I hope you hear this calling, 
not only for our students but for yourself, in the pages here. I pray 
this annual report may move you to be a part of our mission of 
providing Catholic education for all of Whatcom County. In the 
words of Richard Gillard’s “The Servant Song,” I “pray that I might 
have the grace to let you be my servant, too.” Will you join me in 
this missionary calling and give? Will you be a servant, too?

If you would like to make a donation to Assumption 
Catholic School, please return the remittance 
envelope included with this publication and 
designate

† technology and operations
† tuition assistance
† the endowment fund (long-term investment 

in the school)

BY PRINCIPAL DAN ANDERSON

‘Supporting the School’s Mission’
WILL YOU BE A SERVANT, TOO?

photo credit: Ebergram Images
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Wisdom. Faith. The Light of Christ. These are the impressions 
our school’s renovated foyer gives to prospective families, 

cherished students, and committed faculty.

Through weeks of hard work, volunteers and staff created a new 
entryway for Assumption Catholic School. Old carpet was torn 
out in favor of a modern, wooden floor. The entry is now painted 
deep navy, and the school logo emblazons a stunning accent 
wall. A more comfortable waiting area for families faces a wall-
mounted monitor showing school parent and professional 
photographer Lee Eberhardt’s photos of students.

Even with these modern updates, faith still lights the way in 
the new entry. A statue of Our Blessed Mother Mary, for whom the 
church and school are named (as in the Assumption of Mary into 
heaven), remains to welcome all who enter the school. And the 
educational mission of the Archdiocese of Seattle, written large 
next to the logo, inspires: “CHRIST is the reason for this SCHOOL, 
the unseen but ever-present TEACHER in its classes, the model 
of its FACULTY, and the inspiration for its STUDENTS.”

We are so grateful for the commitment to our school from the 
all-volunteer force that gave this renovation a professional look.  
A special thank-you goes to Matthew Bui and his sons Andrew and 
Martin (both alumni) from M&M Hardwood Floors for donating 
numerous hours to laying the new floor.

Campaigning for a new playground started with highly 
regarded experts in January 2020. Students spent hours 

analyzing which candidate would deliver the best promise for 
years to come. On March 7, families, faculty, and friends gathered 
together at Assumption’s largest annual fundraiser, the Growing 
Great Kids Auction and Gala, to raise $207,000 for the school. 
Of that total, $42,000 went to the Fund-the-Need for a new 
playground and its gated perimeter.

The kids had picked a winner! The school used the auction money 
to purchase a new playground featuring four areas, all connected 
by paths, to motivate different types of playing like running, 
jumping, climbing, and hiding. With masks on, volunteers helped 
assemble and install the bright red, white, and blue equipment; 
lay new drainage; and move a mountain of fresh mulch from the 
playing field to the playground——just in time for the start of the 
2020-2021 school year.

We are grateful for the support and continued generosity of this 
community!

A New School Foyer Where First 
Impressions Matter

Just in Time! Students Are Ready to Climb

We chose Assumption Catholic School because a personal relationship with Jesus is the most important thing we can 

encourage in our children and ACS encourages and feeds their personal faith.” –– Patricia Prenosil

“

after
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In the 2019-2020 school year, the Assumption Catholic School 
Foundation positioned itself for greater success in the 

future. The Board of Directors is now focused on building the 
endowment fund exclusively, and they spent the year completing 
an extensive rewrite of the by-laws to meet this objective. The 
Board removed giving categories like Adopt-A-Student and 
Educational Enrichment that led to confusion. The Foundation is 
focused strictly on the long-term viability of the school through 
the endowment while still providing for tuition assistance and 
school operations through its allocations to the school.

As the Foundation now has a specific objective, the upcoming 
year will be focused on attracting contributions for long-term 
growth. These initiatives will encourage donors to include the 
Foundation in estate planning; to contribute their tax-free 
Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) from 401K plans; and to 
consider donations of stocks, bonds, and other investments.

The school utilizes the Fulcrum Foundation, which retains 
Mercer Investments to manage and hold assets, ensuring highly 
qualified and well-recognized fund managers for security and 
growth. The balance in the Foundation’s Endowment Fund has 
weathered the COVID-19 storm quite well with a June 30, 2020, 
balance of $588,255. Although this looks like a decline in assets 
from the previous fiscal year, this number reflects only the current 
Endowment Fund balance, which no longer includes all restricted 
and unrestricted funds of the Foundation. Those additional assets 
have now been allocated to the school, as shown in Educational 
Enrichment Transfer of Assets.

Foundation Focus: Long-Term Viability of School

TOTAL 
ALLOCATIONS

$160,739

TOTAL 
INCOME

$101,332.55

TOTAL BALANCE
$700,000

$525,000

$350,000

$175,000

$0
2017 2018 2019 2020

JULY 1, 2019 TO JUNE 30, 2020
FOUNDATION INCOME, ALLOCATIONS, 
AND BALANCE

$ 46
2,

43
3

$18,485 $64,368

$19,812

$18,479.46

$8,817

$49,257

$ 53
5,

68
1

$ 66
1,

97
4

$ 58
8,

25
5*

* This reflects 
only the 2020 
Endowment 
Fund balance, 
not all the funds 
that have been in 
the Foundation 
to date.

Donations
Revenue from 
Investments

Foundation Expenses
Endowment Investment
Tuition Assistance & School Operations

4% Interest Distribution
Educational Enrichment 
Transfer of Assets

$82,853.09

New Faculty

Left to right: Lisa Twining, Physical Education; Lorie Demry, 
Middle School; Beverly Williams, Second Grade; Jane Town, 
Fourth Grade; Chris Eusebio, Super Sub; Carolina Santos, 
Art; Elizabeth Reyes, Eighth Grade; Julia Bonsignore, EDP

Assumption Catholic School has not only provided a 

strong start to our girls’ education, but has assisted us, 

as parents, in creating well rounded children.” 

–– Lisa Twining

“
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If you browse through photos of Assumption Catholic School 
classes from the past 30 years, you may recognize familiar faces 

in the sea of plaid uniforms and sometimes funny fashion trends. 
And every few pages, you’ll see among the students——many 
of whom are now parents of their own Assumption students——
either Betsy Gottschalk or Regina Campbell. 

Ms. Gottschalk began teaching at Assumption in the fall of 1989. 
Drawn to the Assumption community because of the possibility 
within the parish and school to “talk about and listen to our 
spiritual core,” she has taught middle school language arts, social 
studies, and literature, as well as art to all grades. Over the years, 
Ms. Gottschalk has been an innovator, developing language arts 
and art curricula for the Archdiocese of Seattle Catholic Schools. 
She has been an award winner, recognized as the Washington 
State History Teacher of the Year in 2008. She has been a mentor, 
guiding students on learning trips to San Francisco; Washington, 
DC; and Phnom Dek, Cambodia. She has also been a servant 
leader as the assistant principal for 15 years. Betsy’s influence at 
Assumption can even be seen in our logo, which she designed. 
Its central flame reflects the connection of body, mind, and spirit, 
but she emphasizes that “attention to the spirit is the foundation 
of a child’s formation.” All told, Ms. Gottschalk has shaped more 
than 600 students at Assumption——a lot of servant leaders now 
shaping our community!

60 Years of Loving Service

2019-2020 Graduation

RETIRED FACULTY

The emphasis at Assumption on work ethic and traditional curriculum continues to benefit our students. Many high 

school level educators have told us that they notice Assumption graduates. Assumption students have a skill set that exceeds 

that of  their peers and leads to success in and out of  the classroom.” –– Lynette Machinski

“

Things looked a bit different for our graduates but we are so 
grateful for the opportunity to celebrate our class of 2020 in 

July.

Just a few years after Ms. Gottschalk arrived at Assumption, Mrs. 
Campbell joined the faculty when her own children were in their 
early years as students at Assumption. Inspired by the teachers 
and coaches who were her role models, Mrs. Campbell says 
she knew “God gifted me with good physical health and desire 
to move.” Mrs. Campbell expanded the lineup of traditional 
sports at Assumption by inspiring students to move through a 
physical education curriculum that included tumbling, dancing, 
bowling, rollerblading, and skiing. She shared her love of sport 
though coaching teams at the high school level, and she 
brought volleyball and archery programs to Assumption while 
collaborating with parents to create learning experiences around 
scuba, kayaking, skating, and fishing. Mrs. Campbell’s creativity, 
energy, and dedication did not go unnoticed. In 2006, she was the 
National Catholic Education Association Distinguished Teacher, 
and she received the National Association for Sport and Physical 
Education Star Award for three years in a row! Mrs. Campbell has 
been a dynamic force in the gym, on the playground, and in the 
classroom. Her energy has touched the life of every Assumption 
graduate for the past 28 years. 

This past June, in the midst of the pandemic and without much 
fanfare, Ms. Gottschalk and Mrs. Campbell retired. Their dedication 
to the Assumption community over nearly 60 combined years is 
truly remarkable. We are so very grateful for their contributions to 
the Assumption community!
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On Friday, March 13, 2020, Assumption Catholic School closed: 
faculty and students left classrooms under the coronavirus 

threat. On Monday, March 16, distance learning commenced, 
with faculty teaching students online. The creation of distance 
learning happened in three days.

Then, within less than three summer months, Assumption 
teachers, led by Principal Dan Anderson, planned and executed 
their route back to in-school learning. In order to welcome 
students back to school on September 2, while following state 

and local guidelines for schooling in a pandemic, faculty wrote 
new health protocols, created new classrooms, deep-cleaned 
the school, and even sewed regulation masks (with images from 
Dr. Seuss).

Third-grade teacher Mrs. Paula Martin-Zender summed it up: 
“We’ve done something really big. We converted learning at 
school to learning at a distance and then back again——with all of 
us still together.” Deeper conversion amid a big challenge is what 
Catholic education is all about.

From School to Distance Learning and Back Again
A YEAR NO ONE COULD IMAGINE

In order to safely open in person, Assumption Catholic School 
staff prepared health protocols this past summer. In a letter 

addressed to all school families on August 18, Principal Dan 
Anderson laid out procedures which included new health-
screening stations at drop-off, requirements for face coverings, 
and one-direction hallways. Additionally, the school purchased 
and installed new touchless water fountains in two locations 
and set up more hand-washing stations. Limited access is given 
to parents, who are now also required to be screened when 
entering the school. These new guidelines have resulted in fewer 
opportunities for chaperones and volunteers. In addition, no field 
trips are scheduled for the current school year.

To ensure that Assumption students stay six feet apart while in 
school, they are separated into “cohorts” with no more than 16 
students in a class. They also play in their cohorts at recess to limit 
the contact tracing. Thankfully, even with the masks, students are 
happy to be together and on campus. Every day that the school 
remains open is a blessing and a gift. The major unfortunate 
outcome of the new protocols is the very limited calendar of 
events this year. Many events, like the Blessing of the Animals, 
can be done with social distancing, but a majority of events like 
Holy Hoops and the Ellen Anderson Fun Run may need to be 
canceled. 

Zoom calls and Microsoft Teams meetings have replaced the 
majority of School Commission, Finance Committee, and Parent 
Teacher Club gatherings, but the work is still getting done. 
Fundraising has taken on a new design. The Parent Teacher Club 
is raising funds through take-out meals each month and finding 
other creative ways.

Cohorts, Masks, and Six Feet Apart 
Help Keep School Open

HEALTH PROTOCOLS
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It was Catholic priest and scientist Georges Lemaître who 
proposed the Big Bang theory of how the universe began. 
Inspired by those who live scientifically and religiously, 
Assumption students explore the wonders of their natural 
world. 

They plunge hands into dirt to grow tomatoes and pumpkins 
in the school garden. They build miniature roller coasters 
to rediscover the foundational laws of gravity and motion. 
They unpack big ideas from natural 
systems——starry skies to deep 
blue oceans——at signature 
class events: the sixth-grade 
overnight at Camp Hamilton 
and the seventh-grade trip 
to the Oregon Museum 
of Science and Industry in 
Portland.

Back to the first day of school: in the middle of a six-feet-apart, 
rollicking lunch recess, Mr. Anderson signaled for students to stop 
playing. Out of the church, at the conclusion of a funeral Mass, a 
coffin emerged and was wheeled to its hearse. As one life was 
prayerfully ushered out of the earthly world, 26 fourth graders, 
fairly new to this world, silently paid their respects, making the 
Sign of the Cross or bowing in prayer. 

The purpose of our school has been constant for 108 years. It is 
felt in each year’s invigorating academic pursuits and reflected in 
this pause made by nine- and ten-year-olds who are growing not 
only as scholars but as reverent souls, too.

Kerry Thomas, teacher for 
29 years, explains how all 
learning is predicated on 
reading: “From kindergarten 
through third grade, students 
learn to read. From fourth grade 
on, students read to learn.” Daily 
reading and writing are emphasized, not only in English and 
language arts but in math and science, too.

Twenty-year teaching veteran 
Mrs. Martin-Zender (Mrs. M-Z) 
tells her third-grade students, 
“Mathematicians see patterns.” 

Seeing those patterns begins 
in Anna Whelan’s kindergarten, 
where budding mathematicians 
learn to count 100 of their 
favorite things, like fish crackers, 
Cheerios, or balloons. In first 
grade, Paige McClurg’s scholars 
complete problems with pencil 
and paper and also use manipulatives——tactile game pieces 
on boards——to see their sums. Armed with protractors and 
rulers, intermediate geometry students see themselves as rising 
architects, astronomers, and artists. 

The reward at the entrance to middle school? Trained engineers 
Jill VonFeldt and Karen Evans engage all learners, gifted or 
challenged, in advanced math and algebra.

SCIENTISTS DISCOVER AND BUILD

108 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE IN 
ACADEMIC AND SPIRITUAL FORMATION

ALL LEARNING 
PREDICATED 
ON READING

MATHEMATICIANS SEE PATTERNS IN THEIR 
WORLD

On the first day of school this year, Noah Wolf was not happy 
about having to leave his fourth-grade class an hour earlier 
than dismissal, even though he understood the departure 
was for his annual physical. Noah had already shared his 
favorite summer memory with classmates, completed a 
math inventory, and invented a game for six-feet-apart play 
at recess.

“This is why I love this Catholic school,” exclaimed his mother. 
“My child didn’t like his former school. At 

Assumption, he falls in love with fourth 
grade on the first day!” Falling in 

love with academics——feeling 
competent, making meaning, 
and applying knowledge——has 
a long history at Assumption.

FALLING IN LOVE WITH ACADEMICS

photo credit: Ebergram Images
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We have recently heard from these Assumption alumni:

Where Are They Now? Assumption Alumni Bonds Hold Strong

We are also blessed to have 13 alumni who are now sending their own children to Assumption. This is truly the highest honor for our 
school.

TIM HEALY (1947) attended Assumption starting in first grade 
in 1939 until 1944, when he moved with his family to Seattle 
and finished grammar school at St. Joseph’s on Capitol Hill. 
He graduated from Seattle Prep in 1951 and entered the navy 
during the Korean War. After later attending Seattle University 
and the University of Colorado at Boulder, he graduated with 
a Ph.D. in electrical engineering in 1966 and has been teaching 
at Santa Clara University ever since. Now in his 59th year of 
teaching, he’ll retire next year with a total of 60 years! Tim says, 
“Two of the things I most appreciated from my studies were a 
strong sense of arithmetic and of grammatical structure. The 
nuns (yes, they were nuns) taught me how to parse sentences, 
and I have used that knowledge all of my life, correcting 
student essays and reports.”

RICHARD MUSCUTT (1950) recently sent us his original 
diploma from Assumption Catholic School dated June 2, 
1950, when the school went through ninth grade, and a copy 
of his seventh-grade report card signed by Rev. J.G. Stafford, 
Pastor, and Sister M. Seraphina, O.P., Principal. At that time, the 
school was still run by the Dominican Sisters. He now lives in 
Lebanon, Oregon.  

SUZANNE RIVORD (1969) attended Sehome High School 
after Assumption and went on to get a B.A. in education from 
Western Washington University. She now lives in Everett.

DORIA NELSON (2011) attended The Center School in 
Seattle for high school and then attended the University of 
Washington, where she earned a B.A. in international studies. 
She now lives in Seattle.

If you are an Assumption alumnus/alumna, we would love to hear from you! 
Please contact theoffice@school.assumption.org.

Krysta (Ebbesen) Wilson 
(2002)

Anna (Higgins) 
Campbell (1992)

Dakotah Lane
(1994)

Sarah (Robinson) 
Ferguson (1997)

Stephanie (Wolf) 
Twining (1997)

Rachel Ferguson 
(2001)

John (JT) Schuman
(1996)

Jennifer Stiff
(1992)

Matt Twining
(1995)

Nathan Twining
(1998)

Pete Lockhart 
(1990)

Laurel (Berard) Repanich
(2001)

Carrie (Vargas) 
Finkbonner (1990)
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School Financial Update
JULY 1, 2019 TO JUNE 30, 2020

192

$

8,354

$

5,681

35

$

513,000

students in preschool through 
eighth grade

average cost to educate 
one child

average tuition 
collected

children received $60,000 in 
tuition assistance

in non-tuition funding, including 
subsidies from the parishes

THANK YOU…
† Sacred Heart, Northwest Catholic Community, St. Joseph in  
 Lynden, and St. Peter in Deming, for partnering with the Church  
 of the Assumption for a total multi-parish investment of  
 $162,000 in the school.
† All of the parents and parishioners who donated their time  
 and resources to remodel the entryway and rebuild our new  
 playground.
† Multiple families who made additional donations in March  
 and April when we put out a call for tuition assistance. The  
 school raised $18,000 in two weeks thanks to the generosity of  
 parishioners and parents.

So many wise people, from the great writers of history to the 
spiritual leaders of today, encourage us to live in the moment. 

Accepting the challenge of being fully present can bring 
great rewards, but sometimes it takes a little distance to fully 
appreciate a moment. When Rev. Bryan Ochs visited Assumption 
to concelebrate the school Mass on February 7, he shared a little 
of both perspectives with the Assumption student body.

Father Bryan attended Assumption Catholic School from 
preschool through eighth grade, graduating in 1996. During his 
homily, he recalled for the students his dislike (at the time) of 
uniforms and homework, drawing smiles from some like-minded 
students. He went on to share that as he continued his education 
at Sehome High School, Western Washington University, and 
St. John Seminary in Camarillo, California, he came to value his 
Catholic education, because it promotes “high standards of 
conduct and academics and helps students integrate traditional 
faith into modern life.” He also mentioned the influences of his 

Assumption teachers, a few of whom are still teaching current 
Assumption students.

Now serving as pastor at St. Rose Catholic Church in Longview, 
Father Bryan was invited to the Mass to be honored with the 2020 
Distinguished Graduate Award. Presented every year as part of 
the Catholic Schools Week celebration, this award is just one 
small way that the community can celebrate the great things 
alumni are doing. We would like to extend our gratitude for the 
roles alumni play in 
promoting the school, 
providing a network 
of education and 
employment resources 
for students and other 
alums, and helping to 
sustain the future of the 
school.

Rev. Bryan Ochs Is 2020 DISTINGUISHED GRADUATE
A CATHOLIC EDUCATION ‘INTEGRATES TRADITIONAL FAITH INTO MODERN LIFE’

Alumnus Fr. Bryan Ochs (pictured in center), 1994

Tuition & Fees $1,123,933 

Parish Investments $150,000 

Donations for Tuition Assistance $102,409

Parent Teacher Club $175,000

Other Donations $126,609

Total Revenue $1,644,928

Salary & Benefits $1,276,216

Tuition Assistance $94,204

Instructional Expenses $51,827 

Operational Expenses $181,894

Total Expenses $1,604,141

Total Surplus $40,787 

Tuition & Fees
Parish Investments
Donations for Tuition 
Assistance
Parent Teacher Club
Other Donations

11%

8%

6%

66%

9%

Salary & Benefits
Tuition Assistance
Instructional Expenses
Operational Expenses

11%

6%

80%

3%

REVENUE EXPENSES

$1,644,928 $1,604,141
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Thank you to everyone who gave to the Assumption Catholic School Foundation and the 

Growing Great Kids Auction Fund the Need from July 1, 2019, to June 30, 2020.

Gordon Adrian
Elizabeth Alexander
Melissa Alves
Adolph & Virginia Anderson
Dan & Hana Anderson
Robert Andrews
Adam & Aey Angeli
Kent & Jina Barber
Anna Barci
John & Sandra Bartle
Patricia Bennink
Arpad Benyi & Monica Haidu
Edmond & Lorri Beshara
Debra Black
Gary & Lisa Blas
Judy Bornstein Rodriguez
Chris & Monisha Brandt
Loretta Ann Bruland
Richard Budzich
Mary Burkard
Jessica Cadero
Susan Callan
Catholic Daughters of America
Lee Chaffee-Birnbaum
Bill & Mary Chambers
Darryl Chen & Linh Vu
Mark & Shirlee Claret
Joseph & Caroline Correa
Marc & Alison Costanza
Mary Ann Coughlin
Andrew & Stephanie Cramer
John Cramer
Matt & Kristina Daheim
Jim & Nancy Deasy
Daniel & Katherine Deets
Kyle & Dayna Dennis
Mary Diefenderfer
Kenneth & Judy Dodd
Lee Eberhardt & Mauri Ingram
Bruce & Kathy Ernst
David & Karen Evans
Henrietta Farr
Friese Hide & Tallow
David & Carol Gavareski
John & Anna Getchell
Linda Gill
Mary Gill
Michael & Kay Gougeon
Mike & Jennifer Harbick
Everitt & Catherine Hatfield
William & Rita Hawkes
Fawn Hershey
Lt. Col. Thomas & Geraldine Hiestand
Jeff Holmes & Gita Rabbani

Richard & Patricia Huntley
Kelly & Colleen Jeffrey
Mark & Staci Johnson
Larry & Rita Kerstiens
Larry & Elaine Kheriaty
Phat Khong
Ryan & Angie King
Andrew & Angela Krzysiek
James Kusko
Randy Lahote
Cecile Larcom
Rachelle Lee
Ramona Leon-Guerrero
Tom & Trisha Lewis
Marybeth Lundy
Charles Lundy
Barbara Lupo
Jack & Lynette Machinski
Javier & Enriqueta Magana
Brian McGuire & Janie Salas
Gary & Bartley Metcalf
Dan & Kelly Miller
Stephen Milligan & Natalie Johnson
Gerald & Barbara Millman
David Morse, Jr.
Steve & Chris Mura
Felippe Navarro & Luciana Silva
Lucille Neal
Jerry & Patricia Nelson
William & Sharon Newbold
Tony Nguyen & Angie Huynh
Christina Nichols
Douglas & Diane Nuetzmann
John & Mary Nuetzmann
Warren & Jan Ochs
Hubert O’Neill
Manuel Pacheco & Maria Rodriguez
Michael & Margaret Palmieri
Joseph & Anne Patelli
Carlos & Fatima Peralta
Anthony & Michaela Petz
Thomas Piasecki & Maryan Renzi
Scott Pilon & Carolina Santos
Sigrid Powers & Powers Family Trust
Luzmelinda Quayle
Michael & Annique Quinn
Alexander & Monique Ransom
Al Reimer & Tara Gilligan Reimer
Thomas & Janice Resick
Clint & Michele Richmond
William & Ann Robbins
Basilio Rodriguez & Jennifer Stiff
Janice Roehl
Susan Roland

Robert & Sara Rush
Becky Russell
Joseph & Kathy St. Hilaire
John & Tiffany Schuman
Tom & Georgi Schuman
Wayne & Joan Schwind
Jeff & Kelly Segel
George & Jessica Sidhu
Sheila Siebert
Steven & Elsa Sigler
Gerald & Janice Smith
Judith Smith
Southwest Hide Company
Soy House Restaurant
Tim & Lori Spink
Nita Stevens
Mary Theresa Stewart
Nicholas & Patricia Stigliani
Jason & Shanae Strayer
Kevin & Catherine Streeter
Sarah Strutz
Cecilia Thomas
Jamie Thomas
Yvonne Thompson
Hubert Thoreson
Abraham Tobon
Bernardo Torres-Ariza & Meryluz  
 Duque-Soto
Thinh Tran
Matt & Teri Treat
Matthew & Courtney Twining
Michael Vailencour
Hector & Maria Valadez
VanderHoek Foundation
Joseph & Carrie Vargas
Robert & Carmen Viggers
Jeff & Debbie Waytashek
Shannon Webb
Anna Welch
Maria Williams
Delbert & Marilee Wolf
Devin & Stephanie Wolf
Michael & Judith Yeend
Carollyn Yorkston
Bill & Tashie Zang
Dan & Janet Zang
William & Penny Zehnder
Brian Zender & Paula Martin-Zender
Jeff & Judy Ziels
Larry & Jan Ziels

Donors and Faithful Servants



2116 Cornwall Ave.
Bellingham, WA 98225

ASSUMPTION CATHOLIC SCHOOL 2020 ANNUAL REPORT

MARK YOUR 

CALENDAR

Grandparents Day

November 20, 2020

Growing Great Kids

Online Auction

March 6, 2021

For more information, please visit 
our school website at school.
assumption.org or email the 
office at theoffice@school.
assumption.org.

In Memoriam

“I am the resurrection and the life, says the Lord; whoever believes in me will never 
die.” –– From the Catholic Funeral Rite, Gospel Acclamation, John 11:25a, 26

“When the Lord comes, may he go out to meet him with all the saints in the heavenly 
kingdom” –– From the Catholic Baptismal Rite 

We remember the souls of our faithful departed.

James Bailey, Edmond Beshara, Cheryl Brandt, Warren “Bud” Daheim, Anne Marie 
Ernest, Bill Hudson, Byron Johnson, Trisha Lewis, Pat Mallahan, Bob Norton (St. Anne’s 
parishioner), Tony Stark (Mila Mills’ grandfather), Marilyn Strutz

Trisha Lewis and family Marilyn Strutz and Daliah


